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ABOUT GSI

Egypt: Cairo, China: Kunshan, Estonia: Tallinn, Poland: Zabrze,
Czech Republic: Prague, Turkey: Ankara

GSI (Gesellschaft für Schweisstechnik International) is a nonprofit company founded by the German Welding Society (DVS)
in 1999 for training, further education and consulting in the
fields of welding and joining technology, corrosion protection,
etc. Today, GSI is a recognized testing and certification agency
according to the Pressure Equipment Directive with 8 domestic
and 6 international locations.
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FURTHER TRAINING WITH
STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGY
Customised solutions for businesses:
 e-Learning programmes tailored to your requirements
 Easy-to-implement in-service training at your location

Contact person
T +49 203 3781-252
F +49 203 3781-228
moll@gsi-elearning.de
www.gsi-elearning.de

www.gsi-elearning.de

GSI SLV Corporate
e-Learning
Learning 4.0 in welding technology
Welding technology is subject to constant technological change. Along with
new materials, harmonised regulations, and new production techniques, quality
requirements are increasing not only for products, but for the welding technology personnel as well. To keep up with these developments, ongoing training
becomes increasingly important. GSI e-Learning works with you to develop an
individualised interactive welding technology learning programme tailored to
meet your company’s needs.

What we offer:
■

Personal consultation for customised e-Learning
and blended learning concepts

■

Customisation of existing courses

■

Integrated progress checks, documentation
and analysis

■

Installation of your own learning platform,
also according to an individual design

■

Course contents based on
quality management systems

How you benefit:
Digital learning media, flexibly tailored to your company
In corporate learning, we focus on e-Learning solutions customised for a
specific company. Our programmes aim to coordinate employee training with
the individual needs of a company, taking its personnel and organisational
structures into account. The employees’ individual needs for further education
and training can be ideally supplemented with corporate learning programmes.

■

Courses adapted to your company’s specific
needs with easy updating of materials

■

Individual group sizes and assessment options
(e.g. by learning status)

■

Prompt training of employees with
no long absences required

■

Use of the internet without requiring
in-house administration

■

No or considerably lower extra costs
such as for travel or accommodation

e-Learning at a glance:
■

Innovative learning with modern methods
and teaching strategies

■

e-Learning takes place at or near the workplace

■

Simple, intuitive navigation and handling

■

Sustained learning results combined with
an immediate sense of achievement

